
December 1, 2007 

 

Dear Friend, 

 

You may have heard of tribal conflicts that can last for generations.  Can you Can you Can you Can you 

imagine what it would be like to know the exact moment when all of that ended?imagine what it would be like to know the exact moment when all of that ended?imagine what it would be like to know the exact moment when all of that ended?imagine what it would be like to know the exact moment when all of that ended?  

Let me tell you what happened at a recent Jesus Film viewing. 

 

“In Ethiopia, two tribes were at war with one another.  When a Jesus Film team 
came to that area, they set up a giant screen between the two tribes’ villages.  
Since both tribes spoke exactly the same dialect, the team invited people from 
both tribes to attend the showing.  Each tribe left its weapons behind and sat on 
different sides of the screen.   

 
At the showings end, God moved powerfully.  Not only did many from both tribes 
pray to receive Christ, but they ventured to the other side of the screen to embrace 
and reconcile with the people they considered enemies before.  Shortly thereafter, 
a church started with people attending from both tribes.” 

 

God continues to change lives like theirs through the shear gospel power.  And 

part of the thanks for these kinds of stories goes to you.  Your partnership helps us send 

workers to reach each person around the world.  We are blessed to move forward in this 

adventurous journey with you. 

  
Thank you for your friendship and continued prayers for our family.  May the 

Lord do more than you can think or imagine as you continue to trust him for your 

coming year. 
 
 
 

     Rejoicing with you, 
 

     Jeff, Renea, & BJ 
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